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ABSTRACT 
K=F(I/-d ) is a formally real field and a totally positive quadratic extension of F. A decompo- 
sition theorem for quadratic forms in Fed (K) is given. The invariants r(q) and ud(K IF) are defined 
and relations between the invariants BF(i), ilK(i), ud(F), ud(K), l(F), I(K) are studied, using the 
theory of quadratic forms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We use the notations of [6]. In this paper F denotes a formally real field (so 
characteristic (F)#=2) and K= F(l/-d ) is a totally positive quadratic extension of 
F. This means that deX(F) ,  d¢/eZ-Z(F )  being the set of all totally positive 
elements of P and F=F\  {0}. Let D(q) denote the set of values (:~0) of a 
quadratic form q, see [6] I section 2. The quadratic forms considered are almost 
allways elements of Fed (K). We say that qeFed  (K) if q-~q+ _1_ -q_  with 
q+, q_ totally positive, that is D(q+ ), D(q_) c_ X(K), see [41 2. i. Let tr : K~F 
be the trace map, so tr(a+bl[d)=2a. The transfer map tr.,  defined for 
quadratic forms q : K"--,K (see [61 VII section 1) maps Fed (K) into Fed (F), 
see lemma 2.5. In section 2 we prove for Fed (K) an analogue of Witt's 
Decomposition Theorem [6] I 4.1: Let v(q) denote the Witt index of q; for an 
anisotropic form q e Fed (K) one can apply Witt Decomposition on tr,(q) and 
this leads for any q eFed (K) to a decomposition q-~qr _k qs _k qo with 
qr, qs, q0 6 Fed (K), tr,(qr) hyperbolic, tr,(qo) anisotropic and 
s 
qs-~ _k (fl~I/-d)(1, - Ti) 
i= l  
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with flieF, TieZ(K)\X(F)K z and ( f l i l /d) ( l , -T i )eFed (K) for all i t  
{ 1 .... , s}. One can choose the decomposition such that dim (qr) is maximal 
- see the decomposition theorem 2.15. For such a maximal decomposition, 
2r(q)=dim (qr) is an invariant of q, v(tr.(qs))=s, see corollary 3.8 and 
v(tr.(q))<_r(q)+min (dim (q+), dim (q_)) if q=q+ 3_ -q_  with q+, q_ 
totally positive quadratic forms, see theorem 3.7. The field invariant ud(K IF) 
equals sup {2r(q)tq is an anisotropic quadratic form in Fed (K)}, see definition 
5.1. Theorem 3.3 is very important though it has an elementary proof, and its 
corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 will be used in sections 4 and 5. These corollaries give 
relations between some of the invariants of F and K. We describe the invariants, 
used in this paper: ud(F)= sup {dim (q)lq is an anisotropic torsion form in 
Fed (F)}, l (F)=inf  {n~ Nlif q: V~F is any totally positive quadratic form 
with dim (V) = n then D(q)= X(F)}, flF(i)= sup {dim (q)lq is a totally positive 
quadratic form and there exists a totally positive quadratic form (s 1, ...,s i) 
such that D(q)ND((sI . . . . .  si ))= 0}, see [41 section 2 and for an independent 
equivalent definition of l(F) see [11 § 1. Finally, u(F)= sup {dim (q)lq is an 
anisotropic torsion quadratic form}. We will prove that ud(K)<o, implies 
ud(K) <_ ud(F) + ud(K IF ) <_ ud(F) + u(F) (see theorem 5.3) and ud(K) <_ l(F) + 
+ ud(K IF) _< l(f) + u(f) ,  see theorem 5.8. 
One says that F satisfies B n if and only if D((p)=X(F) for all totally positive 
(n - 1)-fold Pfister forms ~0 over F, see [3] section 5. In section 4 we investigate 
relations between "F  satisfies Bn" and "K  satisfies Bn", see theorems 4.5 and 
4.8. Theorem 4.9 describes the relation between ud(F)=2 and ud(K)=2. 
Finally, any ordering > of F induces the signature a>: {Quadratic forms 
over F}~7/and  any ordering > of K induces the signature r>. 
2. DECOMPOSITION THEOREM FOR TOTALLY REAL QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS 
In this paper K=F( I /d)  with F formally real. From 2.3 on we suppose that 
dff ~X'(F) \ F,2 and this is equivalent with the assumption that every ordering > 
on F extends into an ordering > on K, that is K is a totally positive extension 
of F, see [3] Introduction. We define the notion of an (r, s)-decomposition a d 
of a maximal (r,s)-decomposition f a quadratic form q, see 2.13. This leads 
to the decomposition theorem 2.15, and to the definition of the invariant r(q) 
for q~Fed (K), see 2.16. 
We start with a well-known lemma, compare [3] temma 2.4. 
2.1. LEMMA. K=F(l/rd) for some d~f  2, a+b~fd~K. 
tr,((a+bl/rd))=(2a)(1,dN(a+bV~d)) if a~:0, 
tr,((bl/rd))=(1, -1 )  if b:~0. 
PROOF. 
SO 
det(  tr(a + b l/'d) tr((a + bl/-d)(l[d)) ~ =4dN(a  + bl/-d) ' 
tr((a+bl/-d)(l/-d)) tr((a+bfd)d) ] 
tr,((a+blfd)).~(y)(1,dN(a+bl/-d)) for some y~D(tr,((a+bl/rd))). 
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Now tr,(<a+bl/d>)(1)=2a, so we may choose y=2a if a~0.  If a=0 then 
tr,(<a+ bl/-d)) is hyperbolic. 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of Witt's Decomposition 
Theorem [61 4.1: 
2.2. LEMMA. K=F(] /~) for some d~F\F  2. Suppose q :KhaK is  an aniso- 
tropic quadratic form. Then we have that: 
(1) tr,(q)-~vlH(F) _1_ q2 for some v~NLJ{0}, qa anisotropic quadratic 
form over F, 
(2) If v>_l then q~<al .... ,av)(1/-d ) I ql for some al,...,avel~ and 
ql:Kn-V~K. For any such decomposition we have that D(ql)AF~rd=O and 
tr,(qO=q2. If v=0 then choosing ql =q we also have that D(ql)AF1/-d=O 
and tr,(q 1) = q2, 
(3) v and the F-isometry class of q2 are invariants of the K-isometry class 
of q, 
(4) In general, it is not true that the K-isometry classes of < a l .... , av > < lid > 
and of q~ are invariants of the K-isometry class of q. 
PROOF. (1) Apply Witt Decomposition on tr,(q), see [6] 4.1. 
(2) If there exists x~K n such that q(x)~FV~\{O } then tr,(q)(x)_~ 
<1, -1>,  see 2.1. So if v=0 then D(q)AFV~d=O. If v> 1 then there exists 
xeK ~, x--/:O such that tr(q(x))=tr,(q)(x)=O so q(x)=alV~d for some a 1 ~F. 
Since q anisotropic, a~ ~:0. So q-= <al ><V~d> ± ~ for some anisotropic form 6, 
and the Witt-index of tr,(Q) equals v - 1. After a finite number of steps we have 
that q~<al ..... av><l/-d> ± ql with tr,(ql) anisotropic over F, so D(ql)N 
AF1/-d=0 and tr,(ql)~q2. 
(3) The F-isometry class of tr,(q) is an invariant of the K-isometry class of 
q, see [6] VII corollary 1.5. Using Witt's Decomposition Theorem we conclude 
that v and the F-isometry class of q2 are invariants of the K-isometry class 
of q. 
(4) Choose F=©,  K=F(V~), q~-<l, - (2+ 1/~)). Since 
2 + ]f2 =-~(1 + 1/2)2 + (~22) 2 , 
we have that q~Fed (K). -V~=(1/2)2 - (2+ l/~)eD(q) and ]/~=(4+3V2) -
- (3 + v )2(2 + D(q).  
Hence q~ < 1/~> x ( - (1 + 1/~)) and q~ < - 1/~> .1_ < 1 + V~>. It is clear that 
t r , ( (1+1/2) )=(2) (1 , -2 )  and t r , (<- l -V~>)=( -2><l , -2  ) are aniso- 
tropic (and isometric) over ©. The forms < 1 + 1/~> and <-  1 -  1/2) are not 
isometric over ©(1/~), since ©(1/~) is formally real (see [6] VIII basic lemma 
1.4). So - 1 is not a square in ©(V~). For the benefit of example 2.14 we remark 
that q--< ]/~)< 1, - (2  + l/~)> and tr,(q) is not hyperbolic. 
2.3. LEMMA. K=F(I/-d) for some d~X(F) \F  "2. Then we have that: 
a+bl/-d~X(K) if and only if a, N(a+bl/-d)~X(F), 
a+ bl/-de -X(K) if and only if a~ -X(F), N(a+ bl/rd)eZ,(F). 
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PROOF. (1) a+bl/d~Z(K) if and only if a+b] /~>0 for every ordering 
> of K. Let > be an ordering of K, we can define ~_ by a+bl/d~_O iff 
a-b]/d>O. So a+ bV~Z(K)  implies that a-b l /d~Z(K  ). 
(2) Since d ~ Z(F) we have that every ordering of F extends into an ordering 
of K, so Z(K)AF=Z(F),  see [3] Introduction. 
(3) Suppose a+bl/d~Z(K) then 2a=(a+bl/~)+(a-bl /d)~Z(K)f~F= 
= Z(F) and N(a + bl/-d) ~ Z(F). 
(4) Reciprocally, if N(a+bl/-d)~Z(F ) then (a+bl/-d)(a-bl/-d)~Z(K) so
for any ordering > of K we have that a+ bv~, a -b i rd  both positive or both 
negative. The extra condition a ~ Z(F) proves that a + b V~, a -b  ]/~ ~ Z(K) and 
-aeZ(F )  proves that a+ bl/~, a-bl/-d~ -Z(K).  
2.4. REMARK. Suppose deZ(F) \P  2 and K=F(1/~ ). If a+b~eZ(K)U - 
- Z(K) then a ~ 0. 
2.5. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
LEMMA. Suppose deZ(F)\l/~2 and K=F(V~ ). Then we have that: 
( a + b l/d ) totally positive if and only if tr. (( a + b ~ )) totally p o sitive, 
q : Kn-+K totally positive if and only if tr,(q) totally positive, 
q:Kn-+K totally negative if and only if tr.(q) totally negative, 
tr.(Fed (K)) c_ Fed (F). 
By abuse of notation we will write tr. : Fed (K)~Fed (F). 
2.6. EXAMPLES. Suppose that deZ(F) \F2  and K=F( l fd  ). 
(1) t r , ( ( l fd ) )=(1 , -1 )  eFed (F) and ( l /d)  ~Fed (K), see remark 2.4, 
(2) Suppose 2~/~2, choose d=2.  tr ,((1 + l f2 ) ) _=(2) (1 , -2 )  is an an±so- 
tropic form in Fed (F). Since N(1 + 1/~)= - 1 e -Z(F)  we have that (1 + 1/-2) 
Fed (K). 
2.7. THEOREM. K=F(1/-d) and dEZ(F) \F  2. The conditions q:Kn~K,  
tr.(q) ~ Fed (F) do not imply that q e Fed (K). 
2.8. K=F(I/-d) and deZ(F) \P  2, q~Fed (K), > is an ordering of K, >> is 
the restriction of > to F. a,> is the signature, induced by >>, r> is the 
signature induced by >.  Then a,> (tr.(q))=2 z>(q). 
PROOF. Denote q=q+ i -q_  with q+, q_ totally positive. If q=q+ = 
=(a+bl /~)  then the theorem follows from 2.1 and 2.3. If q=q+ then the 
theorem follows by induction. The rest of the proof is obvious. 
2.9. LEMMA. K=F( t /d  ) and deX(F) \P  2, q :Kn~K is anisotropic, 
tr, (q) _~ vH (F) ± q2, q = (as .... , av ) ( ]/c~ ) i q l as in lemma 2.2. Then we have 
that: 
(1) tr.(q)~Fed (F) if and only if q2~Fed (F), 
(2) ql totally positive if and only if q2 totally positive, 
(3) Suppose qeFed (K) then ql 6Fed (K) if and only if (a 1 .... ,av)(t/~> 
Fed (K), 
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(4) If (a 1 .. . . .  av)(~@) ~Fed (K) then (al . . . . .  G) ( l /d )  is an anisotropic 
K-torsion form and (a~ ... . .  G)  is an anisotropic F-torsion form. 
PROOF. (1) Since IH(F)eFed (F), [5] Lemma 2.12 implies (1). 
(2) Lemma 2.2 (2) proves that tr , (ql)=q2. So applying lemma 2.5 (2) one 
concludes that ql totally positive if and only if q2 totally positive. 
(3) Follows from [5] lemma 2.12. 
(4) Let > be an ordering of K, >> = > IF. 2.8 proves that 
2r>((ai  .... .  av ) < l/-d )) = a>>(vlH(F)) = O. 
So (al ..... G) ( l /d )  is a K-torsion form and since d~Z(F)  we also have that 
(a~ ..... av) is an F-torsion form, see [3] Introduction. q is anisotropic, so 
(a I ..... av ) ( l /d )  is K-anisotropic and certainly <al,...,av) is anisotropic 
over F. 
2.10. LEMMA. Suppose that dEz~(F)\/~2, K=F(]/rd) and (X)<I ,  - Y )e  
eFed (K) for some X, Y~Z(K) .  Then we have that: t r . ( (X ) ) (1 ,  - Y ) )  hyper- 
bolic if and only if YetK  2 for some teD F ((1,t iN(X))) .  
PROOF. (1) 
t r . ( (X ) (1 ,  - Y) )= ( t r (X ) ) (1 ,dN(X) )  I ( t r ( -XY) ) (1 ,dN(XY) ) .  
The discriminant of t r . ( (X ) (1 , -  Y) )  equals N(Y)/~2. If t r . ( (X ) (1 , -  Y) )  
hyperbolic then N(Y)eF  2 so Ye t/~ -2 for some teF ,  use [7] VIII § 6 Hilbert's 
Theorem or [3] the norm principle 2.13. Since Y ~ Z(K) we have that t ~ Z(K)O 
n , = Z(F). 
(2) Suppose that YEtI~ 2 for some teZ(F ) .  We have that 
t r . ( (X )  ( 1, - t )) = ( 1, - t ) ( tr(X))  ( 1, dN(X)) .  
So t r . ( (X ) (1 ,  - t ) )  is hyperbolic if and only if teDF( (1 ,dN(X) ) .  
2.11. THEOREM. Suppose deZ(F) \P  2, K=F( fd ) ,  q:Kn- -K  is an±so- 
tropic and qeFed (K). Let tr,(q)=vlH(F) m q2 as in lemma 2.2. Then we 
have that: 
(1) tr.(q) ~Fed (F), q2 is an anisotropic form in Fed (F), 
(2) Suppose v>_l. Then there exist reNU{0},  O<_r<_v/2, seNU{0},  
O<_s<_v such that: 
r s 
q= i ( f l i~ /d) (1 , - t i )  i ± ( f l r+ i l /~) (1 , -T r+ i )  i qo, 
i= l  i= I  
fll ..... flr+seF, tl .... , t reZ(F) ,  Tr+l ..... Tr+seZ(K) \FR  2, 2r+s<_v, if 
l<_i<_r then ( f l i l / -d ) (1 , - t i )  is an anisotropic torsion form in Fed (K), if 
r + 1 _< i_< r + s then ( f l i~)  ( 1, - Ti ) is an anisotropic torsion form in Fed (K), 
q0 e Fed (K) and v(tr,(qo) ) = O. 
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PROOF. (1) Apply lemma 2.5 (4) and lemma 2.9 (1). 
(2) Since v >_ 1, there exists fll ~/? such that fll ]fd ~ D(q). 
Let q=q+ ,1, -q_  with q+, q_ totally positive. Then f l l l / -d=q+(x) -q_(y)  
for some orthogonal x, y ~ K n with q + (x), q_ (y) e X(K) U {0}. Since 131 l/-d 
~X(K)U-X(K)  we have that q+(x),q_(y)q:O and (q+(x) , -q_ (y ) )  non- 
degenerate. So q=(q+(x) , -q_ (y ) ) "±q3 for some qa:Kn-2"-*K. AS q, 
(q+(x) , -q_ (y ) )eFed  (K) we have that q3eFed (K), see [5] lemma 2.12. 
Lemma 2.10 proves that t r . ( (q+(x) , -q_ (y ) ) )  is hyperbolic if and only if 
q+(x)q_(y)et I£  2 for some t~DF( (1 ,dN(q+(x) ) ) )cX(F  ). Suppose 
q+(x)q_(y)~tIi2 2 for some teX(F ) .  We have that (q+(x) , -q_ (y ) )= 
- - - ( f l l l /~) (1 , - t )  and t r , ( (q+(x) , -q_ (y ) ) )  is hyperbolic. In this case 
v(tr.(q3)) = v-2 .  It is obvious that ( i l l l /d) (1 , -  t) is an anisotropic torsion 
form in Fed (K) (since q is anisotropic). 
Suppose that q + (x)q_ (y) = T 1 ¢~ X(F)/£ 2. Since T 1 e X(K) and X(K) O F= 
=X(F) we have that T l~io/~ 2. In this case (q+(x), -q_(y))- - -  
=(B1I/-O)(1, - T1) and v(tr,((f l l l /rd)(1, - T1)))= l, so v(tr .(q3))<_v-1. 
The form (ill fd ) (  1 , -  T1 ) is an anisotropic torsion form in Fed (K). 
After this first step, the proof of the theorem can be given, using induction 
with respect o v. 
We give an example which proves that r,s (as choosen in theorem 2.11) are 
not independently of the decomposition. 
2.12. EXAMPLE. Choose F=Q,  K=Q(t/2), q=( ( -3 , -3 -1 /2 ) ) .  Since 
3+l/2=(½+l/2)2+¼~X(K) we have that q~Fed (K). l /~=( l+v~)Z-3 -  
-1 /2~D((1 , -3 - ] /~) )  so (1 , -3 -V~)=(1 /~) (1 , -3 -1 f2 ) .  Moreover, 
N(3+ 1/~)=7~© 2 and 3+ I /~F / (  "2. So q-=-(1 /2) (1 , -3 -  1/2) ± 
1. ( -3 l /2 ) (1 , -3 -  l/~) with r=0 and s=2. 
q=(1 , -3 )  .1. ( -3 -1 /~) (1 , -3 ) .  Since 21 /~=(1+1/2)2 -3sD( ( I , -3 ) )  
we have that (1, -3) -= (2l/2)(1, -3 )  and v(tr .((1,  -3 ) ) )=2.  
v(tr . ( (  - 3 - 1/~) ( 1, - 3 ))) = v(( 1, - 3) ( - 6) ( 1, 14)) e {0, 2} since 
(1 , -3 ) (1 ,14)  is a Pfister form. The form (1 , -3 ) (1 ,14)=(1 , -3 )_1_  
1, (7)(2, -6 )  is anisotropic over the field of 7-adic numbers, as (1, -3 )  is 
anisotropic over the field consisting of 7 elements, compare [6] VI Proposition 
1.9. So (1, -3 ) ( -6 ) (1 ,  14) has Witt index 0 over Q and the decomposition 
(2V~)(1 , -3 )  ± ( -3 - t /2 ) (1 , -3 )  satisfies r= l ,  s=0.  Moreover, q is ani- 
sotropic, for q is a Pfisterform and q isotropic would imply that q hyperbolic 
so v(tr,(q)) = 4. We have proved above that v(tr,(q)) = 2. 
2.13. DEFINITIONS. K=F(1/-d), q is a quadratic form over K. 
(1) An (r,s)-decomposition f q is a decomposition q=qr ,1, qs ,1, qo with 
r r+s  
qr = _1_ (fli]/rd)(1, - t i ) ,  qs = .1_ (f l i ] /~)(1, - Ti) 
i= l  i=r+l  
satisfying the following conditions: 
r6NU{0},  s6NU{0},  fll . . . . .  flr+s ~1~, tl . . . . .  tr6X(F),  
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Tr+l ..... T~+s~Z(K ) \/~/~2, (f l i l /d)(1, - t i ) ,  
( f i r+ j#) (1 ,  -- Tr+j) ~Fed (K) 
for all ie  {1, ..., r}, j~  {1 . . . . .  s}, q0eFed (K), v(tr,(qo))=O. 
(2) An (r, s)-decomposition of q is said to be maximal if for any (r',s')- 
decomposition of q we have that r'<r. 
2.14. EXAMPLES. (1) In the proof of lemma 2.2 (4) we gave an example of 
a form with a maximal (0, 1)-decomposition. 
(2) The example 2.12 describes a form q with a (0, 2)-decomposition a d a 
(1,0)-decomposition. This (1,0)-decomposition is maximal since v(tr,(q))=2. 
2.15. DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. d~Z(F) \F  2, K=F(V~).  Suppose 
q ~ Fed (K). 
(1) There exists an (r,s)-decomposition of q for some r~NU{0},  
sENU{0}, 
(2) There exists a maximal decomposition of q, 
(3) Suppose that q has a maximal (r,s)-decomposition a d that q has a 
maximal (r', s')-decomposition. Then r = r', 
(4) Suppose that q=qr ± qs ± qo is a maximal (r,s)-decomposition. In 
general, it is not true that the isometry classes of qr, qs, qo are invariants of the 
isometry class of q. 
PROOF. (1) Let q=_v(q)lH(K).l.Q with 6 anisotropic. Since IH(K)-= 
-_- ( l /d )  ( 1, - 1 ) and IH(K) ~ Fed (K), (1) follows from theorem 2.11. 
(2) follows from 2r<_dim (q). 
(4) We give a counterexample. Consider q -=( ( -3 , -3 -  1/2))_= 
--- (21/-2)(1, -3 )  ± ( -3 -V~)(1 ,  -3 )  as in examples 2.12, 2.14 (2). We will 
prove that q_---(61/2)(1, - 19) i (X ) (1 ,  - 19) for some XeZ(K) .  We then 
have that q =-qr ,i, q0 = Qr ± Q0 with 
qr--=-(2]/~)( 1 , - -3) ,  q0-----(--3--1/2)(1,--3), 
Qr-- (6V~)(1, - 19), 60 - - (X) (1 ,  - 19) 
Comparing discriminants, we see that qr, 6r are not isometric, and that q0, 60 
are not isometric. We remark that - 19 e D(( - 3, - 3 - 1/2, 9 + 3 If2)) since 
- 19 = ( - 3)( - + + ~- ~/~)2 +( _ 3 - V~)(2) 2 + (9 + 3 ]/2)(~- 1/2) 2. This implies that 
q - (1 ,  -19)  ± (X) (1 ,  -19)  for some X~Z(K).  
6 l f i=  (1 + 3l/~) 2 - 19 e DK (( 1, - 19)) so ( 1, - 19) = (6~/2)( 1, - 19). 
2.16 DEFINITION. d6~'(F) \ /~2,  K=F(V~).  Suppose that qeFed (K). Then 
r(q) e N LI {0} is the uniquely defined natural number such that q has a maximal 
(r(q), s)-decomposition for some s ~ N U {0}. 
2.17. REMARK. Let ql, q2 ~Fed (K) then ql ± q2 ~ Fed (K) and r(ql ± q2) >- 
> r(ql) + r(q2). 
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3. THE INVAR1ANT r(q) 
In this section we study the invariant r(q). Let q : V~K be any quadratic 
form, and let - :K=F(I/rd)~F(]Fd) be the usual involution. As in [6] VII 
section 6 we consider V as a K-vector space by defining multiplication 2 *x = 2x, 
2sK ,  xe  V. We define c-1: V~K by O(x)=q(x) for all xe  V. In this way, C/is 
a K-quadratic form and (x, y)o=x, y)q for all x, ye  V. 
3.1. LEMMA. deZ(F) \F  2, K=F(I/-d ). Suppose that O:Fn~F is a non- 
degenerate quadratic form, q=~o(~/-d) :Kn~K and suppose that D(q)VI 
N(-~(K)U -X(K))--/:O. In this situation we have that q=(fll/-d)(1, - t )  .1_ qt 
for some f lsF,  tsX(F),  quadratic form ql :Kn-Z~K satisfying 
( f lVd) (1 , - t ) sFed  (K) and ql~-~Ol(V~) for some Ol:Fn-z--~F, 61 non- 
degenerate quadratic form. If moreover q s Fed (K) then ql s Fed (K). 
PROOF. Let P=(a l , . . . ,an)  with t~l,...,an~fi, x=rxl , . . . ,xnTeK n and sup- 
pose that 
q(x)= ~ aix2V~=A s-Y',(K)k.J -Z,(K). 
i=1  
Denote y= r21 ..... gn 1 then q(y)= -A  and (x,y)q=~l/-d for some ~sF .  The 
vectors x, y are linearly independent over K since q(x)q(y) = -N(A)  e -Z(F)  so 
q(x)q(y) ¢~ K 2. q]xK+ yK = (A) ( 1, - N(A) - ~2d ) so q[xK+ yKe Fed (K). The 
discriminant of q]xK+yK is unequal 0, so qlxK+yK is nondegenerate. Hence 
q=qlxK+ yK _L ql for some ql" Kn-2~K. q(x+Y)=fll/~ for some BsF .  If 
f l=0 then qlxK+yK is hyperbolic (as q is nondegenerate) and qtxK+yK-~ 
- - - ( l / -d ) (1 , -1 ) .  If f i e0  then f ie f  and qlxK+yK=(f l l / -d)<l , - t )  with 
teZ(F).  So tr,(qlxK+yK) is hyperbolic. Since tr,(q) is hyperbolic, we also 
have that tr.(ql) is hyperbolic. So ql--_Ox(]/rd) for some 01 :Fn-2~F, see 
lemma 2.2. If qsFed  (K), the fact that qlxK+yKsFed (K) implies that 
q teFed  (K), see [5] lemma 2.12. 
3.2. THEOREM. dsZ(F ) \F  2, K=F(I/-d). Let q:Kn~K be a quadratic 
form in Fed (K) and suppose that tr.(q) is hyperbolic. Then we have that: n = 2r 
for some r e N, r(q)= r and 
r 
q-~ ± (X i ) (1 , - t  i) 
i=1  
for some X 1 .... , X r s~(K), tl, ..., t r sZ(F) satisfying (X  i ) ( 1, - t i ) ~ Fed (K) 
and tiSDF((1,dN(Xi))) for all i t  {1 .... , r}; there exist fit ... . .  f l reF  such that 
(g i ) (1  , - t i )~(~i l / -d ) (1 , - t  i) for all is{1 .. . . .  r}. 
PROOF. This theorem is an easy consequence of 2.2, 2.10 and 3.1. 
3.3. THEOREM. d e X(K) \ F 2, K = F(l~d). Let q ~- q + ± - q_ e Fed (K) with 
q+,q_ totally positive, dim (q+)=peNU{O} and dim (q_ )=nsNU{0}.  
Suppose that v(tr,(q))>_min (p+ 1,n+ 1). Then we have that r(q)>_ 1. 
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PROOF. (1) If q has positive Witt index then q=_( l , -1 )±q l  and 
( l~)  ( 1, - 1 ) ~- ( 1, - 1 ). Remark 2.17 proves that r(q) >_ 1 + r(ql) >_ I. 
(2) Assume q anisotropic and suppose that p_<n, otherwise replace q by 
-q .  Let q+,q_ have V+, V_ as underlying vectorspace, so dim (V+)=p,  
dim (V)=n.  If p=0 then q totally negative so tr,(q) totally negative, 
v(tr .(q))=O=p<p+l.  This implies n>_p>0. Since v(tr.(q))>_p+l, 
q=-(ciV~ ..... Cp+ll [~) ± q2 for some cl ..... Cp+lef', see lemma 2.2. Let 
ci]/-d=q+(xi)-q_(yi) with x1+yl,...,Xp+l+yp+l linearly independent and 
orthogonal, xieV+, y ieV-  for i= l  .... ,p+l .  The vectors x 1 ..... Xp+l are 
"cP+I ~. ix i=O for some 2ieK, not all 2i=0. The vectors linearly dependent so , i= 1 
~'~p + 1 ~i(xi+Yi)~O" x~+y~ ..... Xp+l+yp+~ are linearly independent so z=, i=~ 
Since q anisotropic, q(z)~O and q(z)eD((cIV~,...,Cp+l~/~t)). Since 
z-i=l-P+ 1 )tiy i 6 V_ , q(z) e - Z(K). Now lemma 3.1 proves that 
(ci~/d ..... cp+lV~) - -<f l~) (1 , - t )  3_ q3 for some f ief ' ,  teZ(F) satisfying 
( f l fd )  (1, - t )e  Fed (K). This implies that q= (flV ~)  (1, - t )  3_ q3 ± q2 and 
q3 3- qz~Fed (K). Remark 2.17 proves that r(q)>_ 1. 
In the following corollaries we use the function flF and the invariants ud(F), 
ud(K), see the Introduction for their definition. We here recall that flF satisfies 
flr(l~)<_flF(V) for any B>---v, /4ve  N, compare [4] 2.11(b). 
3.4. COROLLARY. deX(F) \ f "  2, K=F(V~),  qeFed (K), q~.q+ 3_ -q_  
with q+,q_ totally positive, dim (q+)=p>_l ,  dim (q_)=n>_p. 
(1) If flF(P)<2n--p then r(q)>_l, 
(2) If p = n> ½ud(F) then r(q)>_ 1. In this situation q anisotropic implies 
ud(K) > ud(F). 
PROOF. (1) tr . (q)=tr . (q+)3_--tr . (q_) ,  tr.(q+), tr.(q_) are totally 
positive of dimension 2p, 2n respectively, flF(2p)<_flF(P)<2n--p<2n SO 
v(tr,(q))>--I and tr . (q)-- -(1,-1) 3_ ql,+ i -q l , -  with ql,+,ql,- totally 
positive of dimension 2p-  1, 2n -  ! respectively. Using induction one proves 
that v(tr.(q))>_p+ 1. Theorem 3.3 implies that r(q)>_ 1. 
(2) If p=n>½ud(F) then flF(p)<_½ud(F), so flF(p)<.½ud(F)<p=2n-p 
and (1) applies. If q anisotropic then q is an anisotropic torsion form in 
Fed (K), so ud(K) >_ dim (q) = 2p > ud(F). 
3.5. COROLLARY. deZ(F) \ f `  2, K=F( ] /d) ,  qeFed  (K), q=q+ 3_ -q_  
with q+,q_ totally positive, dim (q+)=p>_ 1, dim (q_)=n>_p. 
(1) I f f lF(P-- i )<2n--p-- i  for some i with O<_i<_p-1 then r(q)>_i+l, 
(2)  ~F(P -- r(q)) >_ 2n -p  - r(q) and p - r(q) <_ ½ud(F). 
PROOF. (1) I fp=l  then O<_i<_p-l=O so i=0 and 3.4 proves that r(q)>_ 
>_ 1 = i + 1. Suppose that p >_ 2. We give the proof, using induction with respect 
to i. If i=0  then we use corollary 3.4. We remark that flF(p)<_flF(P--i)< 
<2n-p - i<_2n-p  so 3.4 assures that r (q )_ l  and q~( f l ] / -d )< l , - t )  3_ ql 
for some f ie f ' ,  teX(F)  such that ( f l l / -d ) (1 , - t> eFed (K). Since qeFed (K) 
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we have that q leFed  (K), see [5] lemma 2.12. So ql~ql,+ 3_ -q l , -  with 
q~, +, ql, - totally positive and dim (ql, + ) =P - 1 ___ 1, dim (ql, - ) =/ ' / -  1 ___p - 1. 
Furthermore, BF((P-  1) -  ( i -  1) )=f lF (P - i )<2n-p - i=2(n -  1) -  (p -  1) -  
- ( i -  1) and if i>_ 1 then 0<i -  1 __.(p- 1) -  1. Using the induction hypothesis 
we can conclude that r(ql)>_i so r(q)>_i+ 1. 
(2) r(q)<r(q)+ 1 so (1) proves that f lF(P-r(q))>_2n-p-r(q).  Since n>_p 
we have that 2n -p  - r(q) >__p - r(q), so flF(P -- r(q)) >p - r(q). And this implies 
that p - r(q) <_ +ud(F). 
The following lemma is well known. 
3.6. LEMMA. Let ql, q2 be nondegenerate forms. Then v(q 1 3_ q2)<__v(ql)- 
- v(q2) + dim (q2). 
PROOF. Denote ql=v(ql)lH ± q3, q2=v(q2) H ± q4 with q3,q4 anisotropic. 
Then v(q 3 3- q4)<dim (qn)+v(q3)=dim (q4), see [6] I exercise 15. So 
v(q 1 3_ q2) = v(ql) + v(q2) + v(q3 3_ q4) --- v(ql) + v(q2) + 
+ dim (q4) = v(ql) + dim (q2) - v(q2). 
3.7. THEOREM. K=F(I/-d) for some d~X(F) \F  2. Suppose q~Fed (K), 
q=q+ ± -q_  with q+,q_ totally positive. Let q--'qr(q) 3- qs ± qo be a 
maximal decomposition. Then we have that 2r(q)+s<_v(tr,(q))<_r(q)+ 
+ min (dim (q + ), dim (q_)). 
PROOF. It follows from the definition of an (r,s)-decomposition that 
v(tr,(qr(q)))=2r(q) and v(tr,(qs))>_s. So v(tr,(q))>_2r(q)+s. Consider 
q'=qs3-qo.  Then q'=q'+ 3 - -q '  with q+,q '  totally positive. Then 
dim (q~)=dim (q+)-r(q),  dim (q'_)=dim (q_)-r(q);  r (q ' )=0 so theorem 
3.3 proves that v(tr,(q'))<min (dim (q+), dim (q'_)) and this implies that 
v(tr, (q)) = 2r(q) + v(tr, (q')) <_ r(q) + min (dim (q + ), dim (q_)). 
3.8. COROLLARY. dE ,S(F ) \F  2, K=F(I/-d ). Suppose q~Fed (K), q has a 
maximal decomposition q~qr(q) 3- qs 3- qo. Then we have: 
(1) If q0 is totally positive or q0 is totally negative then v(tr,(q)) =2r(q)+s, 
in particular v(tr,(qs)) =s, 
(2) If s=0 then v(tr,(q))=2r(q), 
(3) v(tr,(q)) <_ 2r(q) + 3s. 
PROOF. (1) Apply theorem 3.7. 
(2) tr.(qr(q)) is hyperbolic and tr,(qo) is anisotropic, so v(tr.(qr(q) ± qo))= 
= 2r(q). 
(3) v(tr,(q)) = v(tr,(qr(q) 3- qo) 3- tr*(qs)) <- v(tr*(qr(q) 3- qo))- v(tr*(qs)) + 
+ dim (tr,(qs)), see lemma 3.6. Apply (1) and (2) of this corollary, and use the 
fact that dim (tr,(qs))=4s. 
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4. THE CONDIT ION Bn 
The aim of this section was to investigate the relation between ud(F) = 2 and 
ud(K) = 2, see 4.9. It turned OUt that the proof of 4.9 can be given in a more 
general setting, giving some result for the behaviour of the condition Bn under 
totally positive quadratic extensions, see theorems 4.5 and 4.8. 
In sections 4 and 5 we will use three lemma's, due to R. Bos: [1] I lemma 1.1, 
II lemma 6.15 and I lemma 1.9. Since this thesis [1] is not easily accessible, we 
state these lemma's. 
4.1. (R. Bos) (1) Let a, beF  and let a be a Pfister form over F. Then 
D((a( 1, - a) ) OD(a( 1, - b ) ) = D(a( 1, - a) ) (-ID(a( 1, - ab ) ). 
(2) Let L /F  be a finite extension. Define j : X(F)/F2~X(K)/I~2 by j(x/e2) = 
=xK 2. I f j  is surjective then j is injective. 
(3) If DF((1,1))c_F'2UdF "2 and DF((1,d))c__P2UdF 2 then Z(F)c_ 
C_ F20 d/~2 . 
4.2. Suppose deZ(F) \F  2, K=F(I/-d). Then we have 
(1) u(F)>_ud(F)> 2, ud(K)>.2, 
(2) F and K do not satisfy B1. 
(3) z~(K):/:/~ 2.
PROOF. (1) ud(F)=O if and only if Z(F)=/~2, see [4] 2.12. So ud(F)>2. 
Suppose that ud(K)= 0. Then Z(K)= R 2, and this means that K is a Pytha- 
gorean field. So F is Pythagorean, see [6] VIII exercise 17 (Diller-Dress). But 
F cannot be Pythagorean, since de Z(F ) \  F2. Finally u(F)>_ ud(F). 
(2) F satisfies B1 if and only if Z(F)=DF( (1 ) )=F  2. 
4.3. LEMMA. Suppose n_>2, q is an n-fold Pfister form in Fed (F), 
q=(1)  i q', ce -Z(F )  and ceD(q') .  Then for any Fe 1 ..... en_l 1 e{+l}  n-1 
there exist al ..... a,,_ 1 e Z(F) satisfying q_~ (( c, e l a l, ..., en- 1an- ~ )). 
PROOF.  q= (1, c) ± ql and q, (1,c)  are torsion forms in Fed (F) so ql is a 
torsion form in Fed (F). Choose a , -beD(q l  ) such that a, beZ(F) .  Then 
q=-((c,a)) i q2, q=-((c, -b ) )  ± q3, compare [6] X theorem 1.9. Again, q2 
and q3, are torsion forms in Fed (F). An easy induction completes the proof. 
4.4. LEMMA. Let deZ(F) \F  2, K=F(1/-d ) and F satisfies B n. Suppose 
a I . . . . .  an_ leX(F  ) and q=((a l , . . . ,an_2, -an_ l ) ) ,  (if n=2 then q=(( -a l ) )  ). 
Then Z(F) c_ DF(q) and X(K) c_ DK(q). 
PROOF. 4.2 proves that n_>2. Denote ~o=((a I . . . .  , an_2) )  , (if n=2 then 
(0=(1))  hence q=~o((-an_l)).  Since F satisfies Bn, X(F)=DF(~o((an_I))). 
Using [3] corollary 2.18 we also see that Z(K)=DK(~o((a~_t))). Choosing 
an_ 1 = 1 we have that Z(F)=DF(~0((I))) and Z(K)=DK(¢((1))). Now lemma 
4.1 proves that X(K)=DK(~((an_I)))GDK(~((1)))=DK(~((1)))N 
NDx(~(( - an- 1 ))) c_ DK(q). Analogeously Z(F) c_ DF(q). 
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4.5. THEOREM. Let deN(F) \F  z, K=F(1 /d) .  I f  K satisfies B n for some 
n>_2 and Z(F)C_DF(( (a l  . . . . .  an_z , -d ) ) )  for all al . . . . .  an_zeZ(F) ,  then F 
satisfies B n . 
PROOF. Choosex l  ... .  , xneX(F) .  Suppose that q=((Xl  . . . . .  xn-~, -xn) )  is ani- 
sotropic over F. Since K satisfies B n, we have that q is hyperbolic over K. So 
q=--(1, -d )  ao for some form Q over F, see [6] VII  theorem 3.2. Since q is a 
Pfister form, we have that -deD(q ' ) ,  (q -=(1)  _L q') and thus lemma 4.3 
proves that q = (( - d, a I . . . . .  an- 2, - an- 1 )) for appropriate a1 . . . . .  an- 1 e N(F). 
Since 2;(F) c_ DF((  al . . . .  , an_z, - d )), (( a I . . . . .  an_z, - d, - an- 1 )) is hyperbol ic 
over F. So q is hyperbol ic and considering the original form of  q we conclude 
that xn eDr ( ( (x~ . . . . .  xn_ l ))). This proves that F satisfies Bn. 
4.6. REMARKS. (1) In 4.5, the condition "N(F)C_DF(( (a l  . . . . .  an_2 , -d ) ) )  
for all al . . . . .  an-2 eX(F ) "  can be replaced by: "deDF (((al . . . . .  an_ 1))) for all 
a i , . . . ,  an- I e X(F ) " .  
(2) We quote proposit ion 5.6 of  [3]: Suppose F has a quadratic extension 
F(1/~) satisfying Bn. Then F satisfies Bn+l. (Here t can be any element of  F).  
4.7. LEMMA. deX(F) \F  z, K=F( ] /d ) .  Suppose ud(F)<2 p for some p_>2, 
A 1 . . . . .  Ap_ l ,  BeN(K) ,  q- : - ( (A  l . . . . .  Ap_ l , -B ) ) .  Then there exist aeX(F) ,  
C1 . . . . .  Cp_ l eX(K)  satisfying: 
q~(( -a ,  Cl . . . . .  Cp_2 , -Cp_ l ) )  if p>_3, 
q__--(( -a ,  -C1) )  if p=2.  
PROOF. q-z-q+ _t_ -q_  with q+ =( (A  1 . . . . .  Ap_ l ) )  , q_ =(B)q+,  and q+,q_  
are totally posit ive of dimension 2 p- l .  Since l ud(F )<2P-1 ,  we can apply 
corol lary 3.4 (2), so r(q)_> 1. This means that q - - - ( f l l /~) (1 , - t )  _1_ ql for 
some f i eF ,  teN(F )  such that ( f i l /d ) (1 , - t )eFed  (K). This implies that 
i l l~t ieD(q) .  Since q is a Pfister form, q_~( f l l /d )q=(1 , - t )  .1_ ( f l l /~)qt .  
So - teD(q ' ) ,  (q=(1)  .l_q'). Choose a=t .  Lemma 4.3 proves that 
q = (( - a, C1, . . . ,  Cp_ 2, - Cp_ 1 )) for appropriate C1 . . . . .  Cp_ 1 e ~r(K). 
4.8. THEOREM. deN(F)  \ F  2, K=F( I /d ) ,  F satisfies B n and ud(F)<2 s for 
some n, se  N. Then we have that: n_2 ,  s_2  and K satisfies Bn+s_ z. 
PROOF. (1) See 4.2 for the proof  of n_>2, s>_2. 
(2) Choose AI ,  . . . ,  An+s-2  eX(K) .  We will prove in (3) that 
q= (( A l . . . . .  An+s_3,  - An + s_ 2 )) is isotropic. Hence K satisfies Bn + s_ z. 
(3) Applying lemma 4.7 (using the condit ion ud(F)<2 s) one proves that 
any form ((B 1 . . . . .  Bs+k_ l ,  - -Bs+k))  with k>.O, B 1 . . . . .  Bs+keX(K)  is isometric 
with some appropr iate form (( - a)) (( C 1 . . . . .  Cs+k-Z, - Cs+k-  1 )) with a e X(F ) ,  
Ct, . . . ,  Cs+k_ 1 eX(K) .  
This implies that q-~ (( - al . . . . .  - an_ 1 )) ((Dl . . . . .  Ds_2, - Ds -  I )) for some 
al . . . . .  an_ 1 eX(F ) ,  DI  . . . . .  Ds_ 1 eX(K) .  
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Since n>_2, lemma 4.3 proves that 
(( - al, ..., -an_  l )) = (( bl . . . . .  bn- 2, - bn- l )) 
for some bl ..... bn-i ~27(F), this last isometry is an isometry of F-forms. 
Hence q = (( bl . . . . .  b,, _ 2, - bn- 1, - Ds-  1 )) ((D1 .. . . .  Ds-  2 )) and s -  1 >_ 1. 
Since F satisfies B n, Lemma 4.4 assures that 
.Z(K) c_ DK( (( b I . . . . .  bn- 2, - bn - 1 ))) 
so ((bl . . . . .  bn -2 , -bn-x , -Ds -x ) )  is isotropic. Hence q is isotropic. 
4.9. THEOREM. dEZ(F) \F  2, K=F( I /d) .  The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) ud(F) = 2, 
(2) ud(K)=2 and Z(F)  c_D F ((1, -d ) ) .  
PROOF. (1)~(2). If ud(F )=2 then F satisfies 9 2 and ud(F)<22.  Theorem 
4.8 proves that K satisfies B z. We can apply lemma 4.4 and 27(F)c_ 
C__DF ( (1 , -d ) ) .  
(2)-'(1). See theorem 4.5. 
5. FIELD INVARIANTS AND QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS 
In this section we give some relations between field invariants of F and field 
invariants of K. 
The following definition is usefull: 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let F, K be fields, F__ K, F, K formally real. ud(K[F )= 
= sup {2r e 2N U {0}[ there exists an anisotropic form q e Fed (K) such that 
tr . (q)  is hyperbolic and dim (q)= 2r}. 
5.2. Suppose de27(F)\/~2, K=F(] fd) ,  ud(K)<oo.  Then we have that: 
ud(K IF) _ ud(K) and ud(K IF) _< u(F). 
PROOF. ud(K[F)<_ud(K) is obvious. Since ud(K)<oo,  ud(K]F)<_u(F) 
follows from theorem 3.2. 
5.3. THEOREM. deX(F)  \/e2, K=F(V~).  Suppose that ud(K)< oo. Then we 
have that ud(K) <_ ucl(F) + ud(K IF) _< ud(F) + u(F). 
PROOF. Let q be an anisotropic torsion form in Fed (K), dim (q)= ud(K).  
Corollary 3.5 (2) proves that ½ud(K) - r(q) <_ ½ud(F), so ud(K) <_ ud(F) + 2r(q). 
Finally, 2r(q) _ ud(K IF) _< u(F). 
As an example, we investigate the condition ud(KtF  ) =0. 
5.4. de~'(F) \ /O2,  K=F(1/~ ). 
(A) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) ud(K lF )=O 
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(2) Z(F) = 1 ~2 U dl ~2. 
(B) If F_  K satisfies these conditions then ud(F) = ud(K) = I(F) = I(K) = 2. 
PROOF. (A). (1)~(2) (i) Choose (if possible) teZ(F) \p2UdI~ 2 and 
X~Z(K).  Then (X) (1 , - t )  is an anisotropic form in Fed (K) and 
t r . ( (X ) (1 , - t ) )=( t r (X) ) ( (dN(X) , - t ) ) .  Since ud(KIF)=O, we have that 
(tr(X))((dN(X), -t))  is not hyperbolic, and this is equivalent with 
t~DF((1,dN(X)) . This implies that DF((1,dN(X)))c_F2UdF 2 and 
N(Z(K))c_~'ZUdt ~2. We will prove in (ii) that N(Z(K))-~[ ~2, so there exists 
A ~ Z(K) such that N(A) = d. This implies that DF(( 1, 1 )) = DF(( 1, dN(A) )) 
C jt~2 (.j d/~2. Furthermore, OF(( l, d )) =DF(( 1, dN(1))) c_/~2(3 dF 2. So Z(F) c_ 
__. fi-2 (.j dF2, see 4.1. Since d ~ Z(F), Z(F) = ~,2 U d~ "2. 
(ii) We give the proof of "N(Z(K))~fl "2''. If N(Z(K))=I ~2 then Z(K)c_ 
_c/~/( 2, see [7] VIII § 6, Hilbert's Theorem. Consider the map j :Z (F ) / , :~  
~Z(K)/x2 defined by j(aF 2) = aIi5 2, a e Z(F). This map j is surjective, and this 
implies that j also is injective, see 4.1. But j (dF2) ~/~ 2, d¢~/~2 gives a contra- 
diction. 
(2)~(1). If ud(KIF)__2 then there exists an anisotropic form 
(X) (1 , - t )  ~Fed (K) with X~X(K),  teZ(F),  see theorem 3.2. So t~/~20 
[.J d/~2 and Z(F) q: 1 ~2 (.J dl ~2. 
(B) We will give the proof of "(2)~ud(F) = 2". The rest of the proof of (B) 
is easy: theorem 4.9 asserts that ud(K)=2 and l(F)=l(K)=2 by [5] 5.2. If 
Z(F)=F2OdF 2 then DF((1,1))=I~Z(AdF 2 for DF((1,1))=/~2 implies that 
Z(F)--/~2. So dEDF((1, -d ) )  and Z(F)C_DF((1, -d ) ) .  This implies that the 
possible anisotropic torsion forms in Fed (F) are (1 , -d ) ,  (d , -1 ) .  So 
ud(F) = 2. 
5.5. EXAMPLE. The field F= ~(X) is an example of a field satisfying 
ud(F) = 2 and ud(K IF) g: 0 for any totally positive quadratic extension K of F: 
It has been proved in [2] § 3 iii) that I(F) = 2. This implies ud(F) = 2, see [5] 5.2. 
The elements 1, 1 +X 2, 1 +X 4 determine different square classes, this can be 
proved by calculating their prime factors in C(X). So .S(F)/,2 contains more 
than 2 elements and ud(K[F)>.2 for any totally positive quadratic extension 
KofF .  
5.6. d6Z(F) \F  2, K=F(]/-d). Suppose that ud(KIF)<ud(K)<oo. Then we 
have that 
flv(j) '> -- 2flK(½ud(K IF) +j )  - ud(K IF) - j  for all j e [1,½ud(K) - ½ud(K IF)]. 
PROOF. Cfioose p=½ud(KiF)+j with je[l,½ud(K)-½ud(KIF)]. Then 
1 <_p <_ ½ud(K). 
(i) Let IlK(P)< oo. There exists an anisotropic quadratic form q ~ Fed (K), 
q=q+ 3. -q_  with q+,q_ totally positive and dim (q+)=p, dim (q_)= 
=fix(P). Since p<½ud(K) we have that flr(p)>p, see [4] 2.1lb. Since q aniso- 
tropic, q has a maximal decomposition q~qr(q) ± qs 2. qo with qr(q) aniso- 
tropic and 0_< r( q) < ½ud(K IF). This implies that j <_ p - r( q) <_ p. Corollary 3.5 
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proves that flF(P -- r(q)) >-- 2ilK(p) --p -- r(q). So flF(J) >--flF(P -- r(q)) >_ 2flg(p ) -- 
- ud(KlF ) - j .  
(ii) Let f lK (p )=~.  An  analogous reasoning proves that flF(j)>_2N-- 
-ud(K lF ) - j  for all Ne  N with N>p.  So flF(j)= ~.  
5.7. d e X(F) \ /~2, K = F( l /d) .  Suppose that u(F) < ud(K) < co. Then we have 
that: 
(1) 4<_ud(F)<_u(F)<ud(K), ud(K)>.6 and 2<_ud(KtF)<ud(K), 
(2) flF(J) >--- 2fllr(½u(F) + j )  - ½u(F) - ½ucl(K IF) -j>_ 2flK (½u(F) + j )  - u(F) - j  
for all j e [1,½ucl(K) - ½u(F)]. 
PROOF. (1) ud(F)>_2, see 4.2 (1). If ucl(F)=2 then ud(K)=ud(F), see 
theorem 4.9. Since ud(K)>u(F)> ud(F) we have that ud(F)>_4. Now ud(K)> 
>u(F)>_ud(F)>_4 implies that ud(K)>_6. So 5.4 proves that ud(KtF)>_2. 
Finally, ucl(K IF) <_ u(F) < ud(K), see 5.2. 
(2) Denote u(F) = ucl(K IF) + 2v, then v e N U {0} since u(F) :> ud(K IF) and 
torsion forms have even dimension. Choose j ~ [1,½ud(K) - ½u(F)] then j + v 
e [1 + v,½ud(K)-½ud(KIF)]. Since ud(KIF)<_u(F)<ud(K)< oo, 5.6. applies 
and 
flF (J) >- flF (J + V) >_ 2ilk (½ ud(K IF) + j + v) - ud(K IF) - j - v = 
= 2flK(½u(F) +j) - u(F) - j  + v = 2fl/¢ (½u(F) + j )  - ½u(F) - ½ud(K IF) - j .  
5.8. THEOREM. deZ(F ) \ /~2,  K=F( ] /~) .  If ud(K)<~ then ud(K)<_l(F)+ 
+ ud(K IF) <_ I(F) + u(F). ' 
PROOF. If l(F)=oo or ud(KlF)=ud(K) then the statement is obvious. So 
suppose that l(F) < co and ud(K IF) #= ud(K). Since ud(K IF) <_ ud(K) (see 5.2) 
one has that ud(KIF)<ud(K), so 5.6 applies with j=  1: 
flF(1) >__ 2flK (½ud(K IF) + 1) - ud(K ]F) - 1. 
Now ½ud(K IF) + 1 <_ lud(K) so 2flz<(½ud(K IF) + 1) >_ 2flx(½ud(K)) >_ uN(K), 
see [4] 2.14(a). 
Hence l(F)=flv(1)+ l >_ud(K)- ud(KIF), and ud(K)<_l(F)+ ud(KIF)<_ 
<_ I(F) + u(F), see 5.2. 
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